Abstract. This paper develops and analyzes an efficient Monte Carlo interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin (MCIP-DG) method for elastic wave scattering in random media. The method is constructed based on a multi-modes expansion of the solution of the governing random partial differential equations. It is proved that the mode functions satisfy a three-term recurrence system of partial differential equations (PDEs) which are nearly deterministic in the sense that the randomness only appears in the right-hand side source terms, not in the coefficients of the PDEs. Moreover, the same differential operator applies to all mode functions. A proven unconditionally stable and optimally convergent IP-DG method is used to discretize the deterministic PDE operator, an efficient numerical algorithm is proposed based on combining the Monte Carlo method and the IP-DG method with the LU direct linear solver. It is shown that the algorithm converges optimally with respect to both the mesh size h and the sampling number M , and practically its total computational complexity only amounts to solving a few deterministic elastic Helmholtz equations using a Guassian elimination direct linear solver. Numerical experiments are also presented to demonstrate the performance and key features of the proposed MCIP-DG method.
Elastic wave scattering problems arise from applications in a variety of fields including geoscience, image science, the petroleum industry, and the defense industry, to name a few. Such problems have been extensively studied both analytically and numerically in the past several decades (cf. [16, 19] and the references therein). The material properties of the elastic media in which the wave propagates play a principle role in the methods used to solve the elastic wave scattering problem. Common medium characterizations include homogeneous and isotropic media, inhomogeneous and anisotropic media, and random media. As the characterization of the media becomes more complicated, so do the computations of the solutions of the associated wave equations. In the case of random media, wave forms may vary significantly for different samplings and as a result, stochastic quantities of interests such as the mean, variance, and/or higher order moments must often be sought.
In this paper we are concerned with developing efficient numerical methods for solving the elastic Helmholtz equations with random coefficients, which models the propagation in random media of elastic waves with a fixed frequency. Specifically, we consider the following random elastic Helmholtz problem: is a bounded domain with boundary ∂D, ν denotes the outward normal to ∂D. For each x ∈ D, α(·, x) = ρ(·, x) is a real-valued random variable defined over a probability space (Ω, F, P ), where ρ(·, x) ≥ 0 denotes the density of the random media which is the main source of randomness in the above PDEs. Thus, kα(ω, ·) characterizes a random wave number for the elastic medium D. We also note that the notation ∇ s u(ω, ·) is often called the strain tensor and is denoted by ε(u(ω, ·)) in the literature.
In this paper we mostly focus on the case of weakly random media in the sense that the elastic medium is a small random perturbation of a homogeneous background medium, that is, α(ω, ·) := 1 + εη(ω, ·). Here ε > 0 represents the magnitude of the random fluctuation and η ∈ L 2 (Ω, L ∞ (D)) is some random field which has a compact support on D and satisfies
At the end of the paper, we will also present an idea on how to extend the numerical method and algorithm of this paper to a more general media cases. We note that the boundary condition given in (0.2) is known as the first order absorbing boundary condition (ABC) and this boundary condition simulates an unbounded domain by absorbing plane waves that come into the boundary in a normal direction (cf. [9] ). We also note that since η(ω, ·) is compactly supported on D that α| ∂D = 1. This choice was made to ensure that (0.2) was indeed a first order ABC for every ω ∈ Ω.
Numerical approximations of random and stochastic partial differential equations (SPDEs) have gained a lot of interests in recent years because of ever increasing needs for modeling the uncertainties or noises that arise in industrial and engineering applications [1, 2, 4, 16, 19, 25] . Two main numerical methods for random SPDEs are the Monte Carlo (finite element) method and the stochastic Galerkin method. The Monte Carlo method obtains a set of independent identically distributed (i.i.d.) solutions by sampling the PDE coefficients, and calculates the mean of the solution via a statistical average over all the sampling in the probability space [4] . The stochastic Galerkin method, on the other hand, reduces the SPDE into a high dimensional deterministic equation by expanding the random coefficients in the equation using the Karhunen-Loève or Wiener Chaos expansions [1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 21, 25, 27, 26] . In general, these two methods become computationally expensive when a large number of degrees of freedom is involved in the spatial discretization, especially for Helmholtztype equations. Indeed both methods become computationally prohibitive in the case that the frequency k is large, because solving a deterministic Helmholtz-type problem with large frequency is equivalent to solving a large indefinite linear system of equations. Furthermore, it is well-known that standard iterative methods perform poorly when applied to linear systems arising from Helmholtz-type problems [10] . The Monte Carlo method requires solving the boundary value problem many times with different sampling coefficients, while the stochastic Galerkin method usually leads to a high dimensional deterministic equation that may be too expensive to solve.
Recently, we have developed a new efficient multi-modes Monte Carlo method for modeling acoustic wave propagation in weakly random media [11] . To solve the governing random Helmholtz equation, the solution is first represented by a sum of mode functions, where each mode satisfies a Helmholtz equation with deterministic coefficients and a random source. The expectation of each mode function is then computed using a Monte Carlo interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin (MCIP-DG) method. We take advantage that the deterministic Helmholtz operators for all the modes are identical, and employ an LU solver for obtaining the numerical solutions. Since the discretized equations for all the modes have the same constant coefficient matrix, by using the LU decomposition matrices repeatedly, the solutions for all samplings of mode functions are obtained in an efficient way by performing simple forward and backward substitutions. This leads to a tremendous saving in the computational costs. Indeed, as discussed in [11] , the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is comparable to that of solving a few deterministic Helmholtz problem using the a Gaussian elimination direct solver. Due to the similarities between the scalar and elastic Helmholtz operators, it is natural to extend the multi-modes MCIP-DG method of [11] to the elastic case for solving (0.1)-(0.2). On the other hand the scalar and elastic Helmholtz operators have different behaviors and kernel spaces so a separate study must be carried out to construct and analyze the multi-modes MCIP-DG method for the elastic Helmholtz problem. This is exactly the primary goal of this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we present a complete PDE analysis of problem (0.1)-(0.2), including frequency-explicit solution estimates along with existence and uniqueness of solutions. In Section 2 the multi-modes expansion of the solution is defined and the convergence of the expansion is also demonstrated. Moreover, error estimates are derived for its finite term approximations. In Section 3 we formulate our MCIP-DG method and derive error estimates for the method. Section 4 lays out the overall multi-modes MCIP-DG algorithm. Computational complexity and convergence rate analysis are carried out for the algorithm. In Section 5 we present several numerical experiments to demonstrate the performance and key features of the proposed multi-modes MCIP-DG method and the overall algorithm. Finally, in Section 6 we describe an idea on how to extend the proposed MCIP-DG method and algorithm to the cases where more general (i.e., non-weak) random media must be considered.
1. PDE analysis.
1.1. Preliminaries. Standard function and space notations are adopted in this paper. vector-valued Sobolev space. For any S ⊂ D and Σ ⊂ ∂D we let (·, ·) S and ·, · Σ denote the standard complex-valued L 2 -inner products on S and Σ, respectively. We also define the special function spaces
Without loss of generality, we assume that the domain D ⊂ B R (0). Throughout this paper we also assume that D is a convex polygonal or a smooth domain that satisfies a star-shape condition with respect to the origin, i.e. there exists a positive constant c 0 such that
will denote the space of vector-valued square integrable functions on the probability space (Ω, F, P ). E(·) will denote the expectation operator given by
and the abbreviation a.s. will stand for almost surely.
With these conventions in place, we introduce the following definition.
is called a weak solution to problem (0.1)-(0.2) if it satisfies the following identity:
To simplify the analysis throughout the rest of this paper we introduce the following special semi-norm on H 1 (D):
Remark 1.2. a) Korn's second inequality ensures that the semi-norm | · | 1,D defined above is equivalent to the standard H 1 semi-norm. b) By using Lemma 1.7 below, it is easy to show that any solution u of (1.2)-(1.3) satisfies u ∈ L 2 (Ω, V). In [5] , it was shown that estimates for solutions of the deterministic elastic Helmholtz problem are optimal in k when the solution satisfies a Korn-type inequality on the boundary of the form
whereK is a positive constant independent of u. In the next subsection, a similar result is shown for solutions satisfying a stochastic Korn-type inequality on the boundary given by
The Korn-type inequality above is just a conjecture at this point. For this reason we introduce the special function space
for someK independent of u. We also introduce a special parameterα, that will be used in the solution estimates presented in the next section.α is defined as
where u is the solution to (0.1)-(0.2).
1.2. Frequency-explicit solution estimates. In this subsection, we derive stability estimates for the solution of problem (1.2)-(1.3). Since the main concern of this paper is the case when k is large, we make the assumption that k ≥ 1 to simplify some of the estimates. The goal of this section is to derive solution estimates that are explicitly dependent on the frequency k. These frequency-explicit estimates play a pivotal role in the development of numerical methods for deterministic wave equations (cf. [13] , [14] , [12] ). We will obtain existence and uniqueness of solutions to (1.2)-(1.3) as a direct consequence of the estimates established in this subsection.
We begin with a number of technical lemmas which will be used in the proof of our solution estimates. Our analysis follows the analysis for the deterministic elastic Helmholtz equations carried out in [5] with many changes made to accommodate the inclusion of the random field α(ω, ·).
For many of the estimates derived in this paper, it is important to note that the matrix A in (0.2) is a real symmetric positive definite matrix. Thus, there exist positive constants c A and
. Then for any δ 1 , δ 2 > 0, u satisfies the following estimates:
Proof. Setting v = u in (1.2) and taking the real and imaginary parts separately yields
(1.8) is obtained by rearranging the terms in (1.10) and applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality along with (1.7) to (1.11) produces
We divide both sides of the above inequality by c A k. This yields (1.9). The proof is complete.
Korn's second inequality is essential to establishing solution estimates for the deterministic elastic Helmholtz equation (cf. [5] ). Here we state a stochastic version of this inequality.
Proof. There exists K > 0 such that for fixed ω ∈ Ω, u(ω, ·) satisfies Korn's second inequality
.
For a proof of this inequality see [24] . Integrating over Ω yields (1.12) . The proof is complete.
Rellich identities for the elastic Helmholtz operator are also essential in the proof of solution estimates for the deterministic elastic Helmholtz equation (cf. [5] ). Here we state stochastic versions of these Rellich identities.
. Then for v(ω, x) := (∇u(ω, x))x, we have the following stochastic Rellich identities:
Proof. For any ω ∈ Ω we obtain the following identities from Proposition 2 and Lemma 5 of [5] :
(1.13) and (1.14) are obtained by integrating the above identities over Ω. The proof is complete. The following two lemmas relate higher order norms of the solution u of (1.2)-(1.3) to the L 2 -norm of u.
Proof. We obtain (1.15) by combining (1.8) and (1.12).
3) with k ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ ε < 1. Then there exists a positive constant C, independent of ε and k such that
Proof. Regularity theory for elliptic problems [18, 20] 
Taking the expectation on both sides and using Lemma 1.6 yield
Hence (1.16) holds with δ = (1 + ε) 2 k 2 . To prove (1.17), we note that ∂D is piecewise smooth. Thus, by the trace inequality, (1.15), and (1.16) the following inequalities hold
By the assumptions 0 ≤ ε < 1 and k ≥ 1 we obtain (1.17). The proof is complete. With these technical lemmas in place we are now ready to prove the main result for this section.
3) with k ≥ 1. Further, let D be a convex polygonal or a smooth domain and R be the smallest number such that D ⊂ B R (0). Then the following estimates hold
provided that ε(2 + ε) < γ 0 := min 1,
. Here C 0 is a positive constant independent of k and u, andα is defined by (1.6) 
) the following estimate also holds
Step 1: We begin by proving (1.18). Let v = (∇u)x in (1.2). By taking the real part and rearranging terms we find
To this identity we apply the Rellich identities in (1.13) and (1.14), after another rearrangement of terms we get
Using the fact that D is star-shaped and D ⊂ B R (0) along with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we obtain
2 times (1.22) to (1.21), grouping like terms and letting γ := ε(2 + ε), we get
Step 2: The source of the different values ofα in (1.18) comes from different treatments for the E ∇u 2 L 2 (∂D) term. In particular, if u ∈ VK we apply (1.5) to control this term. Otherwise, we apply (1.17) to control this term. We first prove (1.18) withα = 2. Applying (1.9), (1.15) and (1.17) to (1.23) yields.
In order to apply (1.17) we require ε < 1. Since γ ≤ 1, it can be easily shown that ε ≤ 1 2 . Thus,
where
and
In the third term of c 1 , we have used the fact that k ≥ 1 to include a coefficient of k 2 to the 2µ term. This has been done to simplify constants later. Setting
and using the fact that γ ≤ 1 yields
Also using the fact that γ ≤
Multiplying both sides by 8 k 2 and applying (1.9) with δ 2 = k implies (1.18) withα = 2.
Step 3: If u ∈ VK, we apply (1.12) and obtain.
By choosing δ 3 = 1 2kC A min{K, 2µK, c 0 λ, 2c 0 µ}, using the fact that k ≥ 1, and applying (1.5) we find
We apply this inequality to (1.23) as well as (1.9) and (1.15) in order to find
Thus,
and using the fact that γ ≤ 1, which implies ε ≤ 1 2 , yields
Multiplying both sides by 8 k 2 and applying (1.9) with δ 2 = k implies (1.18) withα = 1.
Step 4: Now we prove (1.19) and (1.20) . By (1.12), (1.8) with δ 1 = k 2 , and (1.18) the following holds.
Here we have used the fact that ε ≤ 
Thus (1.20) holds. Remark 1.9. The Korn-type inequality on the boundary (1.5) was needed to obtain estimates that are optimal in the frequency k. This is one key difference between the scalar Helmholtz problem and elastic Helmholtz problem. The parameterα introduced in these solution estimates plays a key role in the analysis presented throughout the rest of the paper.
For each fixed pair of positive numbers
Proof. The proof is based on the well-known Fredholm Alternative Principle (cf. [17] ). First, it is easy to check that the sesquilinear form in (1.3) satisfies a Gärding's inequality on L 2 Ω, H 1 (D) . Second, to apply the Fredholm Alternative Principle we need to prove that the solution to the adjoint problem of (1.2)-(1.3) is unique. It is easy to verify that the adjoint problem has an associated sesquilinear form
Note that a(·, ·) and a(·, ·) differ only in the sign of the last term. As a result, all the solution estimates for problem (1.2)-(1.3) still hold for its adjoint problem.
Since the adjoint problem is linear, solution estimates immediately imply uniqueness. Thus, the Fredholm Alternative Principle implies (
The proof is complete.
2. Multi-modes representation of the solution and its finite modes approximations. Following the procedure set forth in [11] , the first goal of this section is to introduce and analyze a multi-modes representation for the solution to problem (1.2)-(1.3) in the form of a power series in terms of the parameter ε. This multi-modes representation is key to obtaining an efficient numerical algorithm for estimating E(u). The second goal of this section is to estimate the error associated with approximating the solution u by a finite term truncation of its multi-modes representation. We use the term finite modes approximation to refer to this truncation.
Due to the linear nature of the elastic Helmholtz operator as well as its similarities to the scalar Helmholtz operator, most of the results in this section are obtained in similar fashion as their respective counterparts in [11] , with changes due to the inherent difficulty associated with the elastic Helmholtz operator. Let u ε denote the solution to problem (1.2)-(1.3) and assume that it can be represented in the form
The validity of this expansion will be proved later. Without loss of generality, we assume that k ≥ 1 and D ⊂ B 1 (0). Otherwise, the problem can be re-scaled to this regime by a suitable change of variable. We note that this normalization implies R = 1 in Theorem 1.8.
Substituting the above expansion into the elastic Helmholtz equation (0.1) and matching the coefficients of ε n order terms for n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , we obtain
Since α| ∂D = 1 a.s., then substituting u ε into (0.2) and matching coefficients of ε n order terms for n = 0, 1, 2, · · · , yields the same absorbing boundary condition for each mode function u n . Namely,
We observe that all the mode functions satisfy the same type of "nearly deterministic" elastic Helmholtz equations with the same boundary condition. The only difference in the equations are found in the right-hand side source terms. In particular, the source term in (2.3) comes from the source term of (0.1) while the source term in (2.4) involves a three-term recursive relationship involving the mode functions and the random field η. This important feature will be utilized in Section 4 to construct our overall numerical methodology for solving problem (0.1)-(0.2).
Next, we address the existence and uniqueness of each mode function u n .
where (2.8)
Proof. The proof for this theorem mimics that of Theorem 3.1 from [11] with only minor changes necessary. In particular, the dependencies on k in the solution estimates present in Theorem 1.8 are different than their respective counterparts in [11] . This in-turn changes the form of C(n, k). Also, in this paper we take η ∈ L 2 (Ω, L ∞ (D)) ensuring that α| ∂D = 1 a.s.
For each n ≥ 0, the PDE problem associated with u n is the same type of elastic Helmholtz problem as the original problem (0.1)-(0.2) (with ε = 0 in the left-hand side of the PDE). Hence, all a priori estimates of Theorem 1.8 hold for each u n (with its respective right-hand source function). First, we have
Thus, (2.6), (2.7), and (2.9) hold for n = 0.
Next, we use induction to prove that (2.6), (2.7), (2.9) for n > 0. Assume that (2.6), (2.7), and (2.9) hold for all 0 ≤ n ≤ − 1, then
where δ 1 = 1 − δ 1 and δ 1 denotes the Kronecker delta, and we have used the fact that k ≥ 1 and
Similarly, we have
Hence, (2.6), (2.7), and (2.9) hold for n = . Thus, the induction is complete. With a priori estimates (2.6), (2.7), (2.9) in hand, the proof of existence and uniqueness for each u n follows verbatim the proof of Theorem 1.10, which we leave to the interested reader to verify. The proof is complete. Then for any fixed positive integer p we have
It follows from Schwarz inequality and (2.6) that for j = 0, 1
Thus, if c ε < 1 we have
To show (ii), note that by the definitions of u n and U ε N , it is easy to check that
. In other words, U ε N solves the following elastic Helmholtz problem:
in the sense of Definition 1.1. By (2.6) and Schwarz inequality we have
Setting N → ∞ in (2.15) immediately yields 
provided that c ε < 1. Where C is a positive constant independent of k and ε.
In other words, ψ ε N solves the following Helmholtz problem:
in the sense of Definition 1.1. By Theorem 1.8 and (2.6) we obtain for j = 0, 1 there holds
The proof is complete. Remark 2.4. The condition c ε < 1, which is used to ensure that the multi-modes expansion (2.1) is valid, is of the form ε = O k −α . In the case that (1.5) holds, this restriction on the size of the perturbation parameter ε takes the form ε = O k −1 . This matches the analogous result for the scalar Helmholtz problem in weakly random media in [11] .
3. Monte Carlo discontinuous Galerkin approximation of the truncated multi-modes expansion U ε N . In the previous sections, we prove a multi-modes representation for the solution to (0.1)-(0.2) and also derive the convergence rate for its finite modes approximation U ε N . Our overall numerical methodology is based on approximating u ε by its finite modes expansion U ε N . Thus, to approximate E(u ε ) we need to compute the expectations {E(u n )} of the first N mode functions {u n } N −1 n=0 . This requires the use of an accurate and robust numerical (discretization) method for the "nearly deterministic" elastic Helmholtz problems (2.3), (2.5) and (2.4), (2.5).
The construction of such a numerical method is the focus of this section. Clearly, E(u n ) cannot be computed directly for n ≥ 1 due to the multiplicative nature of the right-hand side of (2.4). On the other hand, E(u 0 ) can be computed directly because it satisfies a deterministic elastic Helmholtz equation with right-hand side E(f ) and a homogeneous boundary condition.
The goal of this section is to develop a Monte Carlo interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin (MCIP-DG) method for the above mentioned elastic Helmholtz problems. Our MCIP-DG method is a direct generalization of the deterministic IP-DG method proposed by us in [12] for the related deterministic elastic Helmholtz problem. This IP-DG method was chosen because it is shown to perform well in the case of a large frequency k. In particular, this IP-DG method is shown to be unconditionally stable (i.e. stable without a mesh constraint) and optimally convergent in the mesh parameter h.
DG notation.
To introduce the IP-DG method we need to start with some standard notation used in the DG community. Let T h be a quasi-uniform partition of D such that D = K∈T h K. Let h K denote the diameter of K ∈ T h and h := max{h K ; K ∈ T h }. H s (T h ) denotes the standard broken Sobolev space and V h denotes the DG finite element space which are both defined as
where P 1 (K) is the set of all polynomials of degree less than or equal to 1. Let E I h denote the set of all interior faces/edges of T h , E B h denote the set of all boundary faces/edges of T h , and E h := E I h ∪ E B h . We define the following two L 2 -inner products for piecewise continuous functions over the mesh T h
for any set S h ⊂ E h . Let K, K ∈ T h and e = ∂K ∩ ∂K and assume global labeling number of K is smaller than that of K . We choose ν e := ν K | e = −ν K | e as the unit normal on e outward to K and define the following standard jump and average notations across the face/edge e:
for v ∈ V h . We also define the following semi-norms on H s (T h ):
Here {γ 0,e } and {γ 1,e } are penalty parameters to be discussed in more detail in the next subsection.
IP-DG method for the deterministic elastic Helmholtz problem. In this subsection we consider the following deterministic elastic Helmholtz problem and its IP-DG approximation proposed in [12]
We note that when F = E(f ), the solution to (3.1)-(3.2) is Φ = E(u 0 ). Thus, all the results of this subsection apply to the mean of the first mode function u 0 .
The IP-DG weak formulation of (3.1)-(3.2) is defined as (cf. [12] 
Remark 3.1. J 0 and J 1 are called interior penalty terms and the constants γ 0,e and γ 1,e are called penalty parameters and are taken to be real-valued constants for each edge/face e ∈ E I h . These terms are necessary components of a convergent IP-DG method and are used to enforce continuity along element edges/faces and enhance the coercivity of the sesquilinear form a h (·, ·). Here we note that J 0 is used to penalize jumps of function values over element edges and J 1 penalizes jumps of the normal stress σ(φ)n e over element edges/faces. Another interesting feature of this IP-DG formulation is the use of purely imaginary penalization evident in the multiplication of the imaginary unit i to the penalty terms J 0 and J 1 in (3.4) . Purely imaginary penalization is a key component to ensuring that the IP-DG method for the deterministic elastic Helmholtz equations is unconditionally stable. Purely imaginary penalty parameters also yield unconditional stability for the acoustic Helmholtz equation and the time-harmonic Maxwell's equations [13, 15] .
Following [12] , our IP-DG method for the deterministic elastic Helmholtz problem (3.1)-(3.2) is defined as seeking
In [12, 23] it was proved that the above IP-DG method is unconditionally stable and its solutions satisfy some frequency-explicit stability estimates. Its solutions also satisfy optimal order (in h) error estimates. These results are summarized below in the following theorems. To make the constants in these theorems more tractable we assume that γ 0,e ≥ γ 0 > 0 and γ 1,e ≥ γ 1 > 0. We also use C to denote a generic positive constant independent of all other parameters in this paper.
Then for any k > 0 and h > 0 there exists a positive constantĈ 0 independent of k, h, γ 0 , and γ 1 such that the following stability estimate holds
(ii) If k ≥ 1 and kα +1 h = O(1), then there exists a positive constantĈ 0 independent of k and h such that
is a constraint on the mesh size for fixed frequency k. When h is chosen to satisfy this constraint the approximation method is said to be in the asymptotic mesh regime. One advantage of the above IP-DG method is that stability is ensured even in the pre-asymptotic mesh regime (i.e. when h does not satisfy kα +1 h = O(1)). As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.2 we obtain the following unconditional solvability and uniqueness result for (3.5). 
where C s is the positive constant defined in Theorem 3.2 part (i).
(ii) If k ≥ 1 and kα +1 h = O(1), then there exists a positive constant C independent of k, h, γ 0 , and γ 1 such that
Remark 3.6. Here the error is shown to be optimal in the mesh size h in the asymptotic mesh regime. On the other hand, in the pre-asymptotic mesh regime the error is only sub-optimal in h because C s in (3.8) and (3.9) depends in an adverse way on h.
For the rest of the paper we restrict our focus to the asymptotic mesh regime. In other words we choose h small enough to satisfy the condition kα +1 h = O(1). This choice is made only to simplify the analysis later in the paper by allowing us to make use of (3.7), (3.10), and (3.11).
3.3. MCIP-DG method for approximating E(u n ) for n ≥ 0. Recall that the mode function u n solves the "nearly deterministic" elastic Helmholtz problem
As stated previously, the multiplicative structure of S n does not allow computation of E(S n ) directly for n ≥ 1. Thus, the mean of the mode function E(u n ) cannot be computed directly for n ≥ 1. Therefore, (3.12)-(3.13) is truly a random PDE system. On the other hand, since all the coefficients in the equations (3.12)-(3.13) are constant, these SPDEs can be called "nearly deterministic". This property will be exploited in the same manner as [11] to develop an efficient numerical algorithm.
To compute E(u n ), we use a discretization technique for the probability space (Ω, F, P ). There are many choices for such a discretization technique, but as noted in [11] , the Monte Carlo method is a good choice for "nearly deterministic" PDEs such as (3.12)-(3.13). The Monte Carlo method will be combined with the interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin method given in (3.5) to produce a Monte Carlo interior penalty discontinuous Galerkin (MCIP-DG) method for approximating E(u n ).
Following the standard formulation of the Monte Carlo method (cf. [2] ), let M be a (large) positive integer which denotes the number of realizations used to generate the Monte Carlo approximation. For each j = 1, . . . , M we sample i.i.d. realizations of the source term f (ω j , ·) ∈ L 2 (D) and random media coefficient η(
With these realizations we recursively find corresponding approximations u h n (ω j , ·) ∈ V h such that
and a h (·, ·) is defined in (3.4) . The MCIP-DG approximation Φ h n of E u n is defined as the following statistical average:
The error associated with approximating E u n by its MCIP-DG approximation Φ h n can be decomposed in the following manner:
To derive estimates on the error E u n − E u h n , we first establish stability estimates on u h n . These estimates are similar to those given in Theorem 2.1 and are given as the following lemma.
Lemma 3.7. Assume that kα +1 h = O(1). Then there holds for n ≥ 0
Proof. For each ω ∈ Ω, u h n (ω, ·) satisfies (3.15). Thus, we apply (3.7) and take the expectation to find
Hence, (3.17) and (3.18) hold for n = 0.
Next, we use induction to prove that (3.17) and (3.18) for all n > 0. Assume that (3.17) and (3.18) hold for all 0 ≤ n ≤ − 1, then again using (3.7) and taking the expectation we get
Hence, (3.17) and (3.18) hold for n = and the induction argument is complete. Therefore, to prove estimates for the error u n − u h n , it is important to note that in order to ensure u h n (ω j , ·) is computable, the discrete right-hand source term S h n (ω j , ·) is used in place of S n (ω j , ·). To account for this change we introduce auxiliary mode functionũ h n which satisfies the following equation:
for each realization ω j and n ≥ 0. The auxiliary functionũ h n as well as the following technical lemma from [11] are used to prove the desired error estimate.
Lemma 3.8. Let γ, β > 0 be two real numbers, {c n } n≥0 and {α n } n≥0 be two sequences of nonnegative numbers such that
Then there holds
Now we are able to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9. Suppose that kα +1 h = O(1), then there hold
where C,C 0 , andĈ 0 are constants independent of k and h.
Proof. We consider the following error decomposition:
for n = 0, 1, 2, · · · . Using the fact that kα +1 h = O(1) and applying Theorem 3.5 part (ii) yield
Subtracting (3.15) from (3.23) yields
Thus, it follows from Theorem 3.2 part (ii) that
, where we define
By making the simplifying assumption thatĈ 0 ≥ 1 and combining (3.28) with (3.30) we get
Then, by applying Lemma 3.8 with
we arrive at (3.26).
To obtain (3.27), we apply the inverse inequality along with (3.28), (3.29), and (3.26) in the following manner:
Thus, (3.27) holds. The proof is complete.
To estimate the error associated with approximating E u h n by its Monte Carlo approximation Φ h n , we use the following well-known lemma (cf. [2, 21] ). Lemma 3.10. There hold the following estimates for n ≥ 0
Lemma 3.10 and 3.7 are combined to give an estimate for the error associated with approximating E u h n with Φ h n . Theorem 3.11. Suppose that kα +1 h = O(1), then there hold
4. The overall numerical procedure. This section is devoted to presenting an efficient algorithm for approximating the mean of the solution to the random elastic Helmholtz problem (0.1)-(0.2). The efficiency of the algorithm relies heavily on the multi-modes expansion of the solution given in (2.1). This section also gives a comprehensive convergence analysis for the proposed multi-modes MCIP-DG method.
4.1. The numerical algorithm, linear solver, and computational complexity. This subsection describes our multi-modes MCIP-DG algorithm as well as its computational complexity. We demonstrate that the new multi-modes MCIP-DG algorithm has a better computational complexity than the classical MCIP-DG method applied to the random elastic Helmholtz problem (0.1)-(0.2). Classical MCIP-DG method refers to the MCIP-DG method applied to the problem without making use of the multi-modes expansion of the solution.
First, we state the classical MCIP-DG method for approximating E(u). For the rest of this paper Ψ h will refer to the classical MCIP-DG approximation generated by Algorithm 1 below. To state Algorithm 1 we define the following sesquilinear form:
For convergence of the Monte Carlo method, the number of realizations M must be sufficiently large. Thus, one must solve a large number of deterministic elastic Helmholtz problems when implementing the classical MCIP-DG method. In the case that the frequency k is taken to be large, solving a deterministic elastic Helmholtz problem equates to solving a large, ill-conditioned, and indefinite linear system. It is well known that standard iterative methods do not perform well for Helmholtz-type problems [10] . For this reason, Gaussian elimination is considered to solve each linear system in the internal for-loop of Algorithm 1. Such a large number of Gaussian elimination solves will make Algorithm 1 impractical.
To eliminate the need for performing many Gaussian elimination steps, we leverage the multi-modes expansion of the solution (2.1) and propose the following multimodes algorithm for (0. For j = 1, 2, · · · , M Obtain realizations η(ω j , ·) and f (ω j , ·).
We note that Φ It is well known that the Monte Carlo algorithm is naturally parallelizable. The outer for-loop in both Algorithm 1 and 2 can be run in parallel.
Convergence analysis.
This subsection provides estimates for the total error, E(u ε ) − Ψ h N , associated to Algorithm 2. To this end, we introduce the following error decomposition:
where U ε N is defined in (2.14) and U h N is defined as
The first term on the right-hand side of (4.2) corresponds the error associated to truncating the multi-modes expansion on u ε , the second term corresponds to the error associated to using the IP-DG discretization method, and the third term corresponds to the error associated to the Monte Carlo method. The error corresponding to truncation of the multi-modes expansion was estimated in Theorem 2.3.
The definition of U ε N and U h N and Theorem 3.9 immediately implies the following theorem characterizing the error associated to the IP-DG method.
, then the following error estimates hold
As an immediate consequence of this theorem, we choose suitable restrictions on the size of the perturbation parameter ε and obtain the following theorem.
and ε is chosen to satisfy 4Ĉ 0 √ C 0 2kα + 3 ε < 1, then there hold
Proof. To obtain (4.6) and (4.7), we need to find an upper bound for the double sum in (4.4) and (4.5) . To this double sum we apply (2.9) and make the simplifying assumption that C 0 ≥ 1 to obtain the following
Appealing to the fact that 4Ĉ 0 √ C 0 2kα + 3 ε < 1, yields (4.6) and (4.7).
The next theorem establishes the error associated to the Monte Carlo discretization.
Theorem 4.3. Let kα
+1 h = O(1) and let ε satisfyĉ ε := 4Ĉ 0 kα + 1 ε < 1, then the following error estimates hold
Proof. By the definitions of U h N and Ψ h N we have
Thus, it follows from (3.33) that
Hence, (4.8) holds. By using a similar argument to the one for deriving (3.34), we obtain (4.9). The proof is complete. Theorems 2.3, 4.2, 4.3 contain estimates for each piece of the total error decomposition given in (4.2). The next theorem puts these together to give an estimate for the total error associated to the multimodes MCIP-DG method given in Algorithm 2.
Theorem 4.4. Under the assumptions that
where C j = C j (C 0 ,Ĉ 0 ,C 0 , k, ε) are positive constants.
Numerical experiments.
In this section we present several numerical experiments to demonstrate the performance and key features of the proposed MCIP-DG method for problem (0.1)-(0.2). In all of our experiments the computational domain D is chosen to be the unit square centered at the origin and a uniform triangulation of D is chosen as the mesh. A sample triangulation is given in Figure 5 .1. To simulate random media held inside D, α(ω, ·) is generated using a random field η(ω, ·) which is a Gaussian random field with an exponential covariance function with correlation length = 0.5 (cf. [22] ), i.e. the following covariance function is used to generate η(ω, ·)
For the numerical simulations η(ω, ·) is sampled at the center of each element in the mesh. Such two sample realizations of η(ω, ·) are given in Figure 5 .2. Due to the difficulty of generating a test problem with a known solution, we use a contrived right-hand side source function of the form
where r = |x| is the Euclidean length of x. As a baseline, we compare the approximation Ψ h N generated by Algorithm 2 to the classical Monte Carlo approximationΨ h generated by Algorithm 1.
In our experiments the frequency k, the perturbation parameter ε, and the number of modes N are allowed to vary. Other parameters are given the following values:
Based on the numerical experiments carried out in [12] we use the following values for our penalty parameters:
γ 0,e = 10, γ 1,e = 0.1, for all edges e. In our first experiment we want to judge the performance of Algorithm 2 when ε is taken to be small relative to the frequency k. For this reason the frequency k is set to be k = 5 and the perturbation parameter ε is chosen to be ε = 1/10. We expect from Theorem 4.3 that the relative error between Ψ h N andΨ h should decrease on the order ε N . The relative error is plotted versus the 5ε N for N = 1, 2, · · · , 7 in Figure 5 .3. A log scale is used on the vertical access to compare the two. From this plot we note that the relative error is small for all values of N , indicating that Ψ h N agrees withΨ h and thus Algorithm 2 is producing accurate results. We also observe that the relative error decreases at approximately the same order as ε N . What is unexpected in this plot is the fact that the relative error is almost constant between N = 1 and N = 2, N = 3 and N = 4, and N = 5 and N = 6. This behavior is not observed in analogous experiments carried out for the scalar Helmholtz problem in random media (cf. [11] ). This behavior might lead one to believe that only odd mode functions contribute to the solution, but we think that this simple explanation may not be correct since two previous mode functions are used to produce a new mode function at every step (cf. (2.4) and (3.15) ). On the other hand, this is an interesting phenomenon and will be investigated more fully in the near future. For our second set of numerical experiments our goal is to check the accuracy of Algorithm 2 when the size of the perturbation parameter ε is allowed to grow larger. In this set of experiments the frequency k is set to be 10 and the perturbation parameter is tested at ε = 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 0.8. Table 5 .2 shows the relative error associated Ψ h 3 produced by Algorithm 2 using N = 3 modes. In this table we observe that the approximations associated with ε = 0.05 and 0.1 are accurate as demonstrated by their small relative errors. For ε = 0.5 and 0.8 Theorem 4.3 implies a larger number of modes N might be needed to produce more accurate approximations. With this point in mind, Table 5 .3 records the relative error associated with these values of ε along with a larger number of modes N . From this table we observe that for ε = 0.5 the relative error does not strictly decrease, but when N = 7 it does produce a more accurate approximation. For ε = 0.8 using a larger N does not seem to help decrease the relative error. This is to be expected since our convergence theory requires ε to be small relative to the size of k and thus for ε large, Algorithm 2 will no longer produce accurate solutions.
Lastly, Figures 6. Extension to more general random media. The multi-modes Monte Carlo IP-DG method we developed above is applicable only to weakly random media in the sense that the coefficient α in the SPDE system must have the form α(ω, x) = α 0 (x) + εη(ω, x) and ε is not large. For more general random media, its density ρ or the coefficient α = √ ρ may not have the required "weak form". A natural question is whether and how the above multi-modes Monte Carlo IP-DG method can be extended to cover more general and non-weak random media. A short answer to this question is positive. To this end, our main idea for overcoming this difficulty is first to rewrite α(x, ω) as the required form α 0 (x) + εη(ω, x), then to apply the above weakly random media framework. There are at least two approaches to do such a re-writing, the first one is to utilize the well-known Karhunen-Loève expansion and the second is to use a recently developed stochastic homogenization theory [7] . Since the second approach is more involved and lengthy to describe, below we only outline the first approach. For many geoscience and material science applications, the random media can be described by a Gaussian random field [16, 19, 22] . Let α(x) and C(x, y) denote the mean and covariance function of the Gaussian random field α(ω, x), respectively. Two of the most widely used covariance functions in geoscience and materials science are C(x, y) = exp(|x − y| m / ) for m = 1, 2 and 0 < < 1 (cf. [22, Chapter 7] . Here is often called correlation length which determines the range of the noise. The well-known Karhunen-Loève expansion for α(ω, x) takes the following form (cf. [22] ):
where {(λ k , φ k )} k≥1 is the eigenset of the (self-adjoint) covariance operator and {ξ k ∼ N (0, 1)} k≥1 are i.i.d. random variables. It can be shown that in many cases there holds λ k = O( r ) for some r > 1 depending on the spatial domain D where the PDE is defined (cf. [22, Chapter 7] ), that is the case when D is rectangular. Consequently, we can write α(ω, x) = α(x) + λ 1 ζ(x, ω), ζ(x, ω) :
Thus, setting ε = O( r 2 ) gives rise to α(ω, x) = α + εζ, which is the required "weak form" consisting of a deterministic background field plus a small random perturbation. So we just showed that in many cases a given random field α can be rewritten into the required "weak form". Therefore, our multi-modes Monte Carlo IP-DG method can still be applied to such general random media.
It should be pointed out that the classical Karhunen-Loève expansion may be replaced by other types of expansion formulas which may result in more efficient multi-modes Monte Carlo methods. Finally, we also remark that the IP-DG method can be replaced by any other space discretization method such as finite difference, finite element, and spectral method in Algorithm 2.
